Direct visualization of the lateral structure of giant vesicles composed of pseudo-binary mixtures of sulfatide, asialo-GM1 and GM1 with POPC.
We compared the lateral structure of giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) composed of three pseudo binary mixtures of different glycosphingolipid (GSL), i.e. sulfatide, asialo-GM1 or GM1, with POPC. These sphingolipids possess similar hydrophobic residues but differ in the size and charge of their polar head group. Fluorescence microscopy experiments using LAURDAN and DiIC18 show coexistence of micron sized domains in a molar fraction range that depends on the nature of the GSLs. In all cases, experiments with LAURDAN show that the membrane lateral structure resembles the coexistence of solid ordered and liquid disordered phases. Notably, the overall extent of hydration measured by LAURDAN between the solid ordered and liquid disordered membrane regions show marked similarities and are independent of the size of the GSL polar head group. In addition, the maximum amount of GSL incorporated in the POPC bilayer exhibits a strong dependence on the size of the GSL polar head group following the order sulfatide>asialo-GM1>GM1. This observation is in full harmony with previous experiments and theoretical predictions for mixtures of these GSL with glycerophospholipids. Finally, compared with previous results reported in GUVs composed of mixtures of POPC with the sphingolipids cerebroside and ceramide, we observed distinctive curvature effects at particular molar fraction regimes in the different mixtures. This suggests a pronounced effect of these GSL on the spontaneous curvature of the bilayer. This observation may be relevant in a biological context, particularly in connection with the highly curved structures found in neural cells.